
Symposium:  
Connecting the (digital) dots 

Digital work practices: where are the jobs, what are they, 

and how prepared are graduates? 

Australian Technology Network of Universities: Excellence in Learning and 
Teaching Project  

Thursday 12 April 2018, 2.00 – 4.00 pm 

RMIT University, Building 16, Level 7, Conference Rooms 1 & 2 
(016.07.007 and 016.07.008) 

You are invited to engage with an ATN Excellence in Learning and Teaching Project on preparing graduates 
for digital work and how to embed this in the curriculum. The project has involved rapid prototyping of a 
learning model for Creative Arts, Communications, Business & Management, and Engineering, and 
potentially other disciplines.  

The need for ‘connectors’ has been highlighted by many industry contributors from different disciplines. A 
Journalism roundtable participant explained this capability gap: 

“I think it's connecting the dots. We're drowning in data [reports] at 
work…But the reports don't tell you anything a lot of the time. There's no 
insight to say, what is the meaning of these? You have to change the 
way you did that story because it didn't resonate for these reasons. I 
think that's the missing part of it for us...” 

Please register here. A participant information sheet explaining the research can be found here. 

The Project Team aims to connect the dots between data insights and the learning model trialled in practice. 

An Expert Panel will respond to the issues raised and suggest implications for further work: 

Professor Louise McWhinnie 
Dean, Faculty of Transdisciplinary Innovation, University of Technology Sydney [work futures]

Mr David Dennis 
Senior Solutions Architect, Queensland University of Technology [institutional digital roadmaps}

Professor Ruth Bridgstock 
Dean (Academic), Division of Education, Arts & Social Sciences, University of South Australia [learning futures]

There will be time for questions and discussion, followed by afternoon tea. 

ATN Project Leader: A/Professor Fiona Peterson, School of Media & Communication, RMIT University, fiona.peterson@rmit.edu.au 

Project Partners: RMIT University, Queensland University of Technology, University of Technology Sydney  

Ethics Approval: CHEAN A 20765-03/17 (RMIT), 1700000520 (QUT), ETH17-1399 (UTS) 

https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/atn-symposium-connecting-the-digital-dots-tickets-44169583413
https://sites.rmit.edu.au/digitalworkpractices/files/2018/03/InformationSheetandConsentForm_Symposium_12April2018-19pcmad.pdf

